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The Expected Complexity of

Analytic Tableaux Analyses

in Propositional Calculus

J. M. PLOTKIN and JOHN W. ROSENTHAL*

We subscribe to the philosophy that comparison of the expected com-
plexity of algorithms may often provide a better indication of relative
efficiency than a comparison of the worst case complexity (cf., e.g., Knuth
[10]). Research into algorithms that are efficient on the average has burgeoned
in recent years. Karp in [9] discusses such algorithms for several graph
theoretic problems. For example Posa [13], Angluin and Valiant [1], and
Karp [9] show there are polynomial time algorithms that almost surely find
Hamiltonian circuits if they exist. In the survey [9] Karp remarks that no
fast-average-time algorithms are known for such problems as constructing
minimum colorings or maximum cliques. We close by mentioning a negative
result of Chvatal. In [4] he shows that Tarjan-Trojanowski type algorithms
for finding the stability of a graph run in average exponential time.

The purpose of our article is to illustrate techniques useful in determining
the expected complexity of (a variant of) the analytic tableau algorithm for
the satisfiability problem of propositional calculus. Before we proceed it is
important to mention the work of Goldberg [5] on the Davis-Putnam proce-
dure for testing propositional satisfiability. In particular he showed that when
the uniform distribution is placed on the set of problem instances, the expected
time of the Davis-Putnam procedure is O(kr2) where r is the number of clauses
in the given set and k is the number of distinct atoms.

*We wish to thank our colleague E. M. Palmer for many helpful suggestions, especially of
useful references in combinatorics.
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The algorithm we consider is a variant of analytic tableaux as defined in
Smullyan [16]. His definition was greatly influenced by Beth's method of
semantic tableaux (see [3]). Our definition of a systematic tableau differs
from the one given by Smullyan. For us, the systematic tableau for T(o A T)
consists of T{o) and its tableau followed at the end of each "live" branch by
T(T) and its tableau. As usual, branches are terminated ("die") whenever a
contradiction occurs; i.e., as soon as T(o) and F(o) (or T(~lo)) occur in a branch
for some a. This variant notion of a systematic tableau is chosen because it
is amenable to recursive analysis. We would not be surprised if it proves to have
greater expected complexity than Smullyan's version.

The best measure we use for the complexity of an analytic tableau is
the total number of atomic formula symbols among the formulas occurring
in the tableau. Assuming the reading, etc., time of atomic formulas is bounded,
this determines within a linear factor the running time of a program that writes
the tableau, although perhaps not the running time of a program that generates
the tableau. (The difficulty lies in determining bounds on the number of tests
for contradictions.) To study this measure of complexity it is first necessary
to study the number of branches (maximal linearly ordered subsets) in a
tableau. This is also a reasonable measure of complexity as the running time
of a program to generate the tableau is bounded by the number of branches
times a low-degree polynomial in the length of the formula being analysed.

We primarily consider tableaux for the satisfiability of formulas whose
connectives are A, V, and "1 and in which "Ts apply only to atomic formulas.
This guarantees that a contradiction terminating a branch involves an atomic
formula. We define the length of a formula to be the number of A'S and v's
in it. Any formula involving A, V, -*, and 1 can readily be put in such a form
without greatly increasing the total number of symbols in it. (Of course, if
o is also present the formula in the desired form may be much longer.)

More formally: Let a^ be a fixed set of k atomic formulas. Let <fn(k) be
the set of all formulas (of the form described) whose atomic formulas are
all in ak. Let #n(k) be the cardinality of ^n{k). Let Tn(k) be the total number
of branches among the systematic analyses (in the sense detailed above) of the
formulas in ^n{k). Then En{k) = Tn(k)l#n{k) is the expected number of
branches for formulas in <Tn{k).

As a formula of length n may contain as many as n + 1 different atomic
formulas, in order to consider all essentially different atomic formulas we
study En(n + 1). We show

Main Theorem There are constants c and d such that c(\.0S)n <
En(n+ l )<d-(1 .125y l .

This and various further results are proved by combinatoric methods.
First we find recursion equations for various sequences. Then we ascertain
the asymptotic behavior of these sequences in one of two ways:

(1) We use the recursion equations to derive explicit formulas for the
sequences and then apply Sterling's formula. We call this Method S.

(2) We use the recursion equations to derive identities satisfied by the
generating functions of the sequences and determine the asymptotic behavior
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from these identities. This latter technique was developed by Poly a in [12] to
count hydrocarbons and has been extensively used ever since. Modern forms
occur in Harary, Robinson, and Schwenk [6] and in the expository article
of Bender [2] in which the technique is based on a special case of a theorem
of Darboux. We, in fact, directly use Darboux's result because in our cases
it is easier to use and because the methods of [2] and [6] do not cover all
the cases we consider. We call this Method D.

Outline of the paper In Section 1 we determine the asymptotic behavior
of #n(k). Although this can be done by citing results for the closely related
Catalan numbers (cf., e.g., [15]) we instead do this in ways that permit us to
illustrate Methods S and D in a simple case.

In Section 2 we derive the overestimate of En(n + 1) by determining,
using Method D, the asymptotic behavior of a certain overestimate Un(n + 1)
of Tn(n + 1). Deriving the recursion equations for Un(k) provides a good
introduction to the techniques used in such manipulations.

In Sections 3 and 4 we derive the underestimate o£En(n + 1). In Section 3
we find recursion equations for certain sequences related to Tn(k) and in
Section 4 we use Method S to obtain underestimates for these.

In Section 5 we further illustrate the power of Method D by determining
the asymptotic behavior of En(k) for k fixed.

In Section 6 we finally study the expected number of occurrences of
atomic formulas symbols in formulas in the tableaux.

Many of these sections contain additional related results. We note that
since r is a tautology if and only if IT is not satisfiable the results of this paper
imply analogous ones for the tautology problem.

We conclude in Section 7 with some open questions.

1 The number of formulas of length n #n(X) satisfies the initial condition

(1.1a) #0(k)=2k

and the recursion equation

(1.1b) #n(k) = 2 Z) #,<*)#/(*) f o r / i > l .
i+j=n - l

(1.1b) is a consequence of the fact that in a formula of length n there is a
main connective, which is either A or v, connecting subformulas in ^-(fc) and
rfj(k) respectively where i+j=n- 1.

The role of k can be isolated by defining

(1.2) # 0 = l a n d # « = 2 £ #i#jioxn>\

and observing by induction that

(1.3) #n(k) = (2kr+1#n.

#n may be interpreted as the number of different ways of placing A'S, V'S,
and parentheses in a formula of length n% We call the placement of A'S, V'S,
and parentheses the structure of a formula,
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(1.2) gives rise to an identity for the generating function of #n: (for any
sequence fn, the generating function is f(x) = £} fnx

n. See, e.g., [14] for
n>Q

more details.)

(1.4) #(*) = 1 +2x(#(x))2 .

As usual by an ~ bn (an asymptotic to bn) we mean lim an/bn = 1.

on

(1.5) Proposition #n~ .
V7TW3 /2

/Voo/ 7: Solving 1.4 for #(x) gives

/ 1 + ( 1 - 8 x ) 1 / 2 \
I Note the solution r is spurious since #(0) converges.)

Using the binomial expansion of (1 - Sx)1/2 we obtain

U > j ^ n\(n+l)\'

(Alternatively we could derive (1.7) by noting the fact that the number of ways

of placing parentheses in a formula of length n is —y?—Z~jTj > which is called the

nth Catalan number and denoted cn (cf., Riordan [15]). There are 2" ways of
choosing the A'S and v's. (1.5) can be derived as a corollary to asymptotic
results for the Catalan numbers.)

/ V27T nn+1/2\
Using Sterling's formula \n\ ~ „ ) we have

n~\fr(n+\)n1/2~V^n3/2'

Proof 2: We use the following special case of a theorem of Darboux (see
Bender [2], p. 498).

Theorem Say f{z) = J^ fnz
n is analytic near 0 and has only one singularity

n>0

on its circle of convergence, say at z0. Furthermore, say f(z) can be written near

z0 as g(z) + YJ (1 ~ ~ ) &(z)> where 8 is analytic near z0, gt(z) \<i<k are

analytic nonvanishing near z0, and rx < . . . < r^ are rational numbers other

In this case we call g(z) + Y) (1 ) gi(z) the

Darboux expansion of f(z) about z0 and we say f(z) is of Darboux form rx

about z0. j Then
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where V is the classical gamma function.

By (1.6) #(x) is of Darboux form \ about x = \. The proposition follows
by Darboux's theorem.

2 The asymptotic overestimate To produce an overestimate we consider
tableaux in which branches are not terminated when simple contradictions
occur. We call such tableaux overestimating. We let Un(k) denote the total
number of branches among the systematic overestimating tableaux for the
formulas in ^n(k).

Un(k) satisfies the initial condition and recursion equation

(2.1a) U0(k)=2k

(2.1b) Un(k)= £ V#i(k)Uj(k) + UiVc)U,ik)).

i+j-n-i

(2.1b) may be derived from
(2.2a) t/OVT= Ua + UT and
(2.2b) UaAT=Uo-UT

(where £/0 denotes the number of branches in the systematic overestimating
tableau for 0) as follows:

i+j=n-l ae^iik)

= S / S uo+ S uT+ S uo-u\
i+j=n-l I oe^j(k) oe^iik) oe^fik) j

\Tefj(k) refjik) re^j{k) I

= £ feW £ tfa +#/(*) £ ^r+f £ £/aV £ ^ )

= £ WjikWiW + itiikWjW + UiikWjik)).

Un(k)

un = (2fcyi+1 satlsfies

(2.3) £/0=land£/«= £ (2#tUj + UtUj).

3>/3 9"
(2.4) Proposition t/w - - ^ .

Proof: The proof is similar to (1.5). It uses the generating function identity

(2.5) U(x) = 1 + 2x#(x)U(x) + x(U(x))2

and (1.6) to determine the Darboux form of U(x) about x = -|. Computation
shows
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1 +(1 -Sx)1'2 _ /I - 1 2 x + (l -8x) 1 / 2 V / 2

(2.6) £/(*) = ^ - ^ —

/ Sx V / 2

_ l + ( l - 8 x ) 1 / 2 , , , U l - 8 s ) 1 / 2 + ( 1 2 s - l ) y

4x u v x j 2x

Darboux's theorem yields the result.

Un(n + l) UH
As#n(n + l) #n '

(2.7) Theorem £„(« + 1 ) < # > + , } j - ̂  •

Remarks: (1) the above overestimate is independent of fc. For /: fixed we do
better in Section 5 by obtaining the precise asymptotic behavior of En(k).

(2) Precisely the same overestimate applies in many other cases. We give
these examples:

(a) The expected number of branches for Smullyan systematic tableaux.
Let Ug denote the number of branches in Smullyan's overestimating

systematic tableau for o. The result follows by

Proposition U$=UO.

Proof: More generally let U$ltmmmtOn denote the number of branches in the

Smullyan overestimating tableau for the tree headed T(ox). These satisfy the

T(on)
initial conditions and recursion equations

Ulol9...,on = \ fovae^0(k)
[\ if « = 0

TjS - TjS + TjS
u o ^ ' T i O i , . . , , o n

 u a j , . . . , o n , o ! u a j , . . . , o n , T

UohT,Oh...,On = U$hmtmtan9OtT.

n

The proof is completed by observing that UOhmmmtOn = \ \ Uo( satisfies the same

equations.
(b) The expected number of branches for systematic tableaux of formulas

involving ~l, A, v, and -> in which TTs are eliminated but ~l's are not pushed in.
The length of such a formula is the number of binary connectives.

(c) The expected number of conjuncts that occur when a formula of
length n is put in conjunctive normal form.

(3) Using the same techniques we can determine the asymptotic behavior
of the variance and higher moments of the overestimate. (We are indebted to
R. W. Robinson for some suggestions.) We sketch this for the variance:
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Let

Mn(k)= S U%

and

V(k,- T (u U"ik)Y

Then the variance

Vn(k) = Mn(k) (Un(k)\2

#n(k) #„(*) \#n(k)) •

By (2.7)

(Un(k)\2 27 /81\»
\#n(k)J ~ 4 UV •

Afn(fc)
It remains to determine the asymptotic behavior of # ,,-.. Using (2.2) and

reasoning as for (2.1) we can show

M0(k) = 2k

and

Mn{k) = £ {Mt{k)Mj{k) + 2#i{k)Mj{k) + 2 Ui(k)Uj(k)).
i+j=n-i

So

Af« = (2feYl+1 s a t i s f i e s Mo = 1,

Mi = S (M/M/ + 2#iMi + 2 ^ ^/)-
i+/=n-l

Using the resulting generating function identity and (1.6) and (2.6) we
can show M(x) has its only singularity on its circle of convergence at x0 =
-13 + 44 V 2 A u _ , f 1 , + . Fw^XQ and has Darboux form -z about x0. As a consequence ^ - ~

c- (1.3433107 . . . )n for some constant c\ i.e., the growth rate of the standard
fy~n

deviation / 57- is 1.1590128 . . . as opposed to 1.125 for the mean.

3 Recursion equations for Tn(k) There are two difficulties with the recur-
sion equations for Tn(k) which prevent us from using Darboux's Theorem to
discuss the asymptotic behavior of Tn(n + 1). The first is that in an inductive
definition of analytic tableaux we must decide whether a branch splitting off
part of the way down has a contradiction not only in itself but also with
entries above it in the tableau. As a result we cannot directly give recursion
equations for Tn(k). Instead we proceed as follows.
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Notation: P9 Q, and R denote consistent subsets of ^0(k) (the set of k
atomic formulas and their negations).

Given P we consider tableaux in which branches are terminated not only
if they contain a contradiction but also if they contain a contradiction with P;
i.e., the branch contains T(a) for some a with ~ a e P (where ~/3 = ~l|3 and
~O]3) = P f ° r P atomic). We call such a tableau a tableau with input P. Let
T(p(P, C) denote the number of branches in the tableau for <j> with input P which

terminate in a contradiction. Let Tn(P,C,k) = £ T0(P9C),

In a tableau with input P we say a live branch B has output Q if Q =
PU {oce ^0(k)\ T(a) e B\. Let T^P.Q) denote the number of branches in the
tableau for 0 with input P which have output Q. Let Tn(P,Q,k) = £

7*(/>,Q). 0 e ^ ( * }

Thus Tn(k) = Tn(<&,C>k) + £ Tn($,Q9k). The initial conditions are
Q

l\P\ if (2 = ̂  or Q = C
(3.1) ro(P,<2,£) = | i i f Q 3 P , I G - P | = i

vO otherwise

(Here \X\ denotes the cardinality of X.)
Using

(3.2) r a v r(P,Q) = rG(P,G) + 7V(/>,G)
raAT(P,Q)= £ TO(P,R)TT(R,Q)

PCRCQ

Ta,T(P,C)=Ta(P,C) + TT(P,C)
TaKT{P,C)=Ta{P,C)+ 2 To(P,R)Tr(R,C)

PCR

we can derive (reasoning as for (2.1b))

(3.3) Tn(P,Q,k)= £ (2#i(k)TjiP,Q,k) + j} £ UP^R^TjiR^k)]
i+j=n-l \ r=p P£R^Q I

Tn(P,C,k)= X) /3#/(*)7/(P,C,fc) + X ) E r/(^/?,*)7/(/?,C,*))
X 1/2 l=r

Lemma Tn(P,Q9k) and Tn{P,C,k) depend only on \P\ and |Q|; i.e.,

(3.4a) / / | P | = |P' | , |G| = IG'LPC 2 , P ' C g ' , rAe/i Tn(P,Qik)=Tn(P',Q',k);

(3.4b) / / | P | = |P ' | , rte/i Tn(P,C,k) = Tn{P\C,k).

Proof: Le t / be a 1-1 map of c^(fc) onto ^0(k) mapping P onto P\ Q onto Q',
and satisfying / (~a ) = ~f(ot) for all a. Then / can be extended in an obvious
way to a 1-1 map of ̂ n(k) onto ^n(k). Now (a) follows from the observation
that r0(P,G) = Tm(P'9Q'). The proof of (b) is similar.
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As a consequence we can let T^p^q.k) denote £ Tn(P,Q,k) and

Tn(p,C,k) denote Tn(P,C,k) for any P with |P| = p. We note

k
(3.5) Tn{k) = Tn(09C9k) + £ Tn(09q9k).

q=0

Facts:

(3.6a) Given P with |P| = p and given 4 > p there are ffc " P J 2«"* Q's with

<22Pand|GI = 4.

(3.6b) Given P,Q with |P| = p, |Q | = q, and P C Q and given r with p<r<q

there are ̂  " P\ R9s with P C R C Q and |i^| = r.

We indicate the proof of (a): to select Q we must choose one element of each
of q - p pairs chosen from the k - p pairs of atomic formulas and their nega-
tions not "represented" by P.

From (3.1), (3.3), and (3.6) we may conclude:

(3.7) Theorem

( p if q = p or C

2k-2p if?=p+l
0 ifp+l<g<fc

Tn(P,q,k) = £ (2#i(k)Tf(p9q,k) + £ Ti(p9r9k)Tf(r,q9kj\
i+j=n-l ^ r=p '

1 k \
Tn(p,C,k) = £ fSftWr/toC,*) + 2 TiipsMTj^Ck)).

i+j=n-\ * r=p /

It is at this point that the second difficulty preventing application of
Darboux's Theorem arises. Our standard ploy for eliminating the role of k by

defining, say Sn(p,q,k) = n \nlx , does not work. This can be seen from
(2/c)

the equations

' • ^ ifq=povC

(3.8) S0{p^k) = <k_p [fq=p+l

, 0 i f p + \<q<k

Sn(P,q,k) = E b#iSj(p9q9k) + £ Si(p9r9k)S,ir9q9k))
i+j=n-l ^ r=p '

i+f=n-l ^ r=p /
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Sn(k) = SH{0,C,k) + £ SH(fl,r,k).

4 The asymptotic underestimate If we define

(4.1) flo(p,p+l,fc) = ̂ , /?0(/M,A:) = Ofor<jr>/>+l

Rn(P,q,k)= £ (2#iRj(P,q,k)+ £ Ri{P,r,k)Rj{r,q,k)\
i+j=n-l * r=p+i '

then as these omit positive terms from the corresponding equations for
Sn(P,q,k) we may show by induction on n and q - p that Rn(p,q,k) <
Sn(P>q,k) for p < g. And so we have an underestimate of the ^ ' s .

The generating function identities for R(x,p,q,k) imply

R(x9p,p + l,k) = ̂  (1 - 2x#(x))"1

and

R(xiP,q,k)=( £ x^(x,p,r^)^(x,r^, / :))( l-2x#(x))-1 .

Noting by (1.4) that (1 - 2x#(x))~1 = #(x) and using the inductive definition

of Catalan numbers (c0 = 1, cn = ]T) c,-cy-] we can conclude by induction

(4.2a) ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ( i z i E + i i ) . . .

(^^^)^-H#(x))-

and in particular

(4.2b) R(x,0,r,k) = cr_! {k-\W*'''W*))21"1 •

By problem 2a in Riordan [14], p. 153,

(4 3) (c(x))2 '"1 = T 2 r - 1 (2n + 2r~l) xn

As #(x) = c(2x) we may conclude from (4.2b) and (4.3) that

(4 4a) R(0rk)= l (2n + l) (2r ~ l) ^ 2"-('"1>
(4.4a) ^ ( U , r , / c ) 2/i + l U + r / V r ) (k - r)\kr l

and specifically

(4 4b) /? (0 r /i + 1) = { (2n + l) (2r ~ l) ( " + 1 ) ! 2"-<r-»
(4.4b) KH(U,r,n+l) 2n+l\n+r)\ r ) (n + 1 -r)\(n + I)1" 2
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(8v )n

Theorem There is a constant c such that Sn(n + 1) > c f— where

y0 is the maximum value of f(x) = ( ( § ) 0 - x)2(1"*}(l + x ) 0 " ^ ] * for 0 <

x < 1. I By calculus the maximum value occurs at x0 = ~ — and y0 =

1.0805169 . . .V

Motivation: Let 0 < x < 1. Let rn = xn and pretend it is an integer. We
examine the asymptotic behavior of the underestimate Rn(0jn,n + 1). It is

Q(l(2n\(2r\_n\ „ A
\n \n+r)\ r){n-r)\nrl )•

By Sterling's formula this is

Proof: We underestimate Sn(n + 1) by Rn(0,rn,n + 1) where rn is the greatest
integer <xon. Reasoning similarly as in the motivation

( / (r \n\

1 r
As x0 — <— < x0 and / i s increasing on (0,x0), asymptotically

i?M(0(rn(« + 1) > c V \ 2 ^ - .

Since ( / ( x 0 - - 1 1 is asymptotic to a constant times (f(xo))
n we are done.

Remark: With considerably more effort using classical techniques for deter-
mining the asymptotic behavior of sums (see Bender [2], Section 3) one can
slightly improve the theorem by showing

As an immediate corollary we have:

Theorem There is a constant c such that En(n + 1) > c °/2.

Remarks: (1) It is natural to ask what is the average number of branches
among the satisfiable formulas of length n. We can obtain a similar underesti-
mate to that above (differing only in the power of n). Among the satisfiable
formulas of length n are {<t> v an) where an is n + 1st atomic formula and 0 has
length n - 1 and doesn't involve an. The total number of branches in the
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tableau for any such formula is one more than the number of branches for 0.
Let s(n) be the number of satisfiable formulas of length n. The expected
number of branches for satisfiable formulas of length n is

" sin) ^#n(n+\) (2n + 2)n#n

C2ny^_ ( W ^ - 2 c I n \» 1 n y|_
^(2n + 2)nC Snn~3/2 ~2n3/2\n+\) 8yo

y°~dn3/2

for some d.

(2) An obvious improvement in analytic tableaux consists of giving some
fixed procedure for creating a systematic tableau one branch at a time and
stopping when either some live branch is found witnessing the satisfiability of
the formula, or every branch has died demonstrating the formula is invalid. We
observe that for any such procedure the expected number of branches must

also satisfy an underestimate similar to that above (in this case s /2
0 for

some c). This is essentially because: (i) there are lots of invalid formulas for

which the procedure gains nothing and (ii) there is a defect in our notion of
systematic tableau in that it fails to recognize efficiently obviously invalid
formulas.

Specifically any formula of length n of the form (0 A (an A 1(xn)) where
an is n + 1st atomic formula and 0 has length n - 2 and does not involve the
nih or n + 1st atomic formula is invalid. Because of the manner in which we
handle A'S, the number of branches in the tableau for such a formula is the
same as the number of branches for 0. We can now reason as in the previous
remark.

5 Asymptotic behavior of En{k), k fixed As k is fixed we usually omit its
mention.

Using the generating function identities implied by (3.8) we can show

(5.1a) S(x,p,p) = j£+2x#(x)S(x,p,p)+x(S(xipip))2

and hence

(5.ib) s(x,p,P) = ^ YX— —

(5.2) S(x,p,p + 1) = ̂  D(x,p,p + 1) forp + 1 < k

1 <7-l \

(5.3) S(x,p,q) = l £ xS(x,p,r)S(x,r,q))D(x,p,q) forp + l<q<k
\r=p+l I

and
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(5.4) S(x,p,C) = fe + E xS(x,p,r)S(x,r,C)\D(x,p,C) forp<k

\ r=p+l I

where

(5.5) D(x,p,q) = (1 - 2x#(x) - xS(x,p,p) - xS{x,q9q)yl

and

(5.6) D(xip,C) = (l -3x#(x)-xS(xipip)y1.
Using these we can show that S(xtp9q) forq>porq = C all have their

only singularity on their circle of convergence at x = •§. Furthermore, we can
show that S(x,0,C) has Darboux form -\, S(x,0,k) has Darboux form \9 and
S(x9O,p) for p < k has Darboux form i (The (1 - 8x)~1/4 term in S(x,O,C)
arises from a (1 - 8x)"1/4 term in D(x9k9C). The (1 - 8x)1/4 term in S(x9O9k)
arises from (1 - 8x)1/4 terms in S(x,k,k) and in D(x,p,k) forp < k.)

By Darboux's theorem and (1.5) we have:

Theorem For k fixed

(a) the expected number of branches is asymptotic to c(k)n3/4 for some c(k).
(b) Of these branches asymptotically almost all die.
(c) The expected number which do not die is asymptotic to c\k)nlM for some

c\k).
(d) Of these asymptotically almost all have an output of k formulas.
(e) Of those which have a consistent output of <k formulas, for each p < k

asymptotically a constant number (depending on p and k) have output of
size p.

Remarks: (1) The qualitative aspects of this theorem (i.e., that the expected
number of branches is polynomially bounded and (b) and (d)) are not sur-
prising. The significance lies in the fact that intuitions have been made precise.
(2) Both Bender in [2], Theorem 5, and Harary, Robinson, and Schwenk in
[6] present procedures that allow one to determine in many cases the asymp-
totic behavior of a sequence fn from an analytic identity satisfied by its
generating function f(x). The analytic identities are usually obtained from
generating function identities. These procedures could have been used to find
the asymptotic behavior of many of our sequences including Sn(p,p,k) and
Dn(P,C,k) for p < k. Among the reasons we did not use these procedures
are: (i) direct use of Darboux's theorem, on which both procedures rely, is
easier and (ii) the procedures are not applicable in all cases; e.g., Sn(k,k,k) and
Dn(KC,k).

Both procedures require that if f(x) has its only singularity on its circle
of convergence at x = x0, then f(x0) converges and if F(x,f(x)) = 0 is the
analytic identity satisfied by fix) near (xo,/(xo)), then F(xo,/(xo)) = 0,

f j (*o,/(*o)) = 0 and | p (xo,/(*o)) * 0. In the case of Dn(k,C,k), D(±XQk)

diverges. For Sn(k,k,k), F9 ̂ , ^ -^p all vanish at (xo,/(xo)) and only - ^

is ̂ 0 there. We are able to handle Dnik,C,k) and Snik,k,k), for by using (5.1a)
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and (5.6) we can explicitly obtain the Darboux expansions of D(x,k,C,k) and
S(x,k9k,k).

The case of Sn(k,k,k) raises the following question: Say f{x) = ^ fnx
n

where fn>0 has radius of convergence x0 with / having its only singularity
on the circle of convergence at x = x0. Say f(x0) converges. Let y0 = f(x0).
Suppose fix) satisfies an analytic identity F(x,f(x)) = 0 where F{x,y) is

VF dkF
analytic near (xo,yo) and ^-7 (xo,yo) = 0 for 0 < / < k and y ^ (xOiyo) =£ 0
(k > 2). Then what can one conclude about the asymptotic behavior of/„?

Generalizing on Bender's proof of Theorem 5 in [2], by the Weierstrass
Preparation theorem (see [7], p. 144) F(x,y) = U(x,y)P(x,y) where U(x,y)
is analytic nonvanishing near (xo,yo) and P(x,y), a so-called Weierstrass poly-

k-i
nomial, is of the form (y - yo)

k + J^ gf(x)(y - yQ)1 where £,•(*), 0 <i<k, are
/=o

analytic near x0, vanishing at x0. Hence F(x,f(x)) = 0 implies P(xJ(x)) = 0.
Thus f(x) has a fractional power series expansion about x0 which may be put

/ - 1
in the form f(x) - f(x0) = ]TJ fi(x)(x - xQ)ri where fi(x), 0 < / < /, are analytic

/=o
near x0, rt are rational with r0 < rx <. . . < ri-x. By following the beginning
of the procedure in Walker [17], p. 98, to find the above fractional power series

expansion one can show: (i) r0 > T; (ii) (in lowest form) the denominator of
1 dP

r0 is at most k; and (iii) r0 = T if and only if ~- (xo,yo) =£ 0 (or equivalently
bF dF
X~ (xo,yo) ¥= 0). Thus if TT- (X0,y0) =£ 0 by Darboux's theorem

f 1

for some constant c. Furthermore, by plugging the fractional power series
expansion for y = f(x) about x0 into the Taylor series expansion of F(x,y)
about (xo,yo) and looking at the coefficient of (x - x0) in the result one can
show that

{xok\ — (xo,yo) y-^pr (xo,yo)J J
C= AT(1 - I/k) *

dF
Moreover, if —̂ (xo,yo) = 0 by Darboux's theorem

fn~ c x+r n ̂ or s o m e constant cn x0

where r > \/k (we know some rz- is nonintegral as/is not analytic nearx0). We
have completely analyzed this latter case [11].

6 On the expected number of occurrences of atomic formulas symbols Let
En(k) denote the expected total number of occurrences of atomic formulas
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symbols in formulas in tableaux of members of ^n(k). En(n + 1) has the same
underestimate asEn(n + 1). An overestimate is given by

Theorem Asymptotically En(n + 1) < 18yfi (|)w.

Remark: It is worthwhile noting this is just twelve times the asymptotic
overestimate of En(n + 1).

Proof: We consider overestimating tableaux. Let A<p be the total number of
occurrences of atomic formulas symbols in formulas in the overestimating
tableau for 0. Let An(k) - YJ A$. The initial condition is

(6.1) A<JLk) = 2k.

Using (1.1b) and

(6.2) AOVT=n+\+Ao+AT and
AaAT=n+ 1 +Ao + UaAT

where Ua is as in Section 2 and n is the length of o v r, o A T, one obtains the
recursion equation

(6.3) An(k) = {n + \)#n{k) + £ Q#i{k)Aj(k) + Ui(k)Ai(ky).

o r ^ " = (2A;)"+1 a V e

(6.4) Ao = 1, An = (n + 1 )#„ + S (3#tAf + UtAj).

i+f=n-l

The generating function identity is

(6.5) ^(JC) = J^ (x#(x)) + 3x#(x)A(x)+xU(x)A(x).

Using (6.5) (and (1.6), (2.6)) we can show the only singularity on the
circle of convergence is at x = \ and we can determine the Darboux expansion
of A(x) about x = \. The theorem follows by Method D and (1.5).

For k fixed we have

Theorem En(k) ~ c(k)n5/* for some constant c(k).

Proof: Let A^{P) be the total number of occurrences of atomic formulas

symbols in formulas in the tableau for <j> with input P. LztAn{P,k) = LJ

A^{P). As in the proof of (3.4), this depends only onp= \P\. Hence we denote
itAn(p,k).

The initial condition is

(6.6) A0(p,k) = 2k.

Using (1.1b) and

(6.7) Ao,T(P) = n + \+Ao(P)+AT(P)
Aahr{P) = n + 1 +Aa{F) + YJ To(P,Q)AT(Q)
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where Ta(P,Q) is as in Section 3 and n is the length of o v r, a A r, one obtains
the recursion equation

(6.8) An(p,k) = (n + l)#n(k)

I ~ k ~ \

2w(p,&)
For An(p,k) = K+1 we have

(6.9) A0(p,k)=l
An(p,k) = (n + \)#n

i+j=n-i * g=p '

and

(6.10) ^(Jc,p,fc) = ̂ (jc#(x)) + 3x#(jcM(x)+2 5(x,p^,fcM(Jc,?,fc).

By (6.10) and the work needed to fill in the details in Section 5 we may
conclude by decreasing induction on p that A(x,p,k) has its only singularity
on its circle of convergence at x = -| and is of Darboux form - 1 about x = | .
(The (1 - 8x)~3/4 term in ,4(*,0,fc) arises from a (1 - 8x)~3/4 term in

A(x,k,k) = -7- (jt#(*))/)(x,fc,C,fc) which in turn arises as ~- (x#(x)) =

(1 - 8JC)"1/2 and as already noted D(x,k,C,k) has a (1 - 8x)~1/4 term.)
Method D and (1.5) now yield the result.

Remarks: (1) In a similar (but slightly easier manner) one can analyze the
expected number of nodes in tableaux. For k - n + 1 the expected number of
nodes in an overestimating tableau for a formula of length n is asymptotic
to 9\/3 (1)". For k fixed the expected number of nodes is asymptotic to
cn3/4.

(2) For fixed k the expected running time of a program to generate
the tableau of a formula of length n is linearly bounded by En(k) and hence
linearly bounded by n5/4. This is true as tests for contradictions need only
be done at nodes where the entry is a member of ^Q(k) and at each such
occasion it suffices to make a maximum of (the constant) k comparisons.
By remark (1) the number of tests for contradictions is linearly bounded
by^23/4.

7 Open questions and further discussion

1. Can one obtain better asymptotic over and underestimates? One
possible way to obtain a better underestimate is as follows: By induction
one can show Qn(p,p + r,k) < Sn(p,p + r,k) where Qn(p,p + r,k) is deter-
mined by
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Q(x,p,p + r,k) = cr.x y-yj • . •

{k~iPlr~l)) x^Q^P + hk){Q(x9p + 2))2

. . . ( G ( ^ , P + r , * ) ) 2

where Q{x,q,k) = (1 - 2x#(x) - xS(x,q9q,/c))"1 = — S(x,q,q,k). It remains
to study

G(x,0,r,*) = cr_1 ( y 2 ' ^ V ^ ^ U ^ K ^ x ^ ^ ) ) 2 . . . (S(x,*,*,*))2.

2. Can one obtain asymptotic underestimates for Smullyan's systematic
tableaux? Such results could be nice as these tableaux do not have the defects
noted in Section 4.

3. Can one obtain similar analyses for other distributions of formulas
than the one inherent in our work?
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